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Abstract—Kernel methods form a powerful, versatile, and
theoretically-grounded unifying framework to solve nonlinear
problems in signal processing and machine learning. The stan-
dard approach relies on the kernel trick to perform pairwise
evaluations of a kernel function, which leads to scalability issues
for large datasets due to its linear and superlinear growth with
respect to the training data. A popular approach to tackle this
problem, known as random Fourier features (RFFs), samples
from a distribution to obtain the data-independent basis of a
higher finite-dimensional feature space, where its dot product
approximates the kernel function. Recently, deterministic, rather
than random construction has been shown to outperform RFFs,
by approximating the kernel in the frequency domain using
Gaussian quadrature. In this paper, we view the dot product
of these explicit mappings not as an approximation, but as
an equivalent positive-definite kernel that induces a new finite-
dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). This
opens the door to no-trick (NT) online kernel adaptive filtering
(KAF) that is scalable and robust. Random features are prone to
large variances in performance, especially for smaller dimensions.
Here, we focus on deterministic feature-map construction based
on polynomial-exact solutions and show their superiority over
random constructions. Without loss of generality, we apply this
approach to classical adaptive filtering algorithms and validate
the methodology to show that deterministic features are faster to
generate and outperform state-of-the-art kernel methods based
on random Fourier features.
Index Terms—Kernel method, Gaussian quadrature, random
Fourier Features, kernel adaptive filtering (KAF), reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)
I. INTRODUCTION
Kernel methods form a powerful, flexible, and principled
framework to solve nonlinear problems in signal processing
and machine learning. They have attracted a resurgent interest
from competitive performances with deep neural networks in
certain tasks [1]–[5]. The standard approach relies on the
representer theorem and the kernel trick to perform pairwise
evaluations of a kernel function, which leads to scalability
issues for large datasets due to its linear and superlinear
growth with respect to the training data. A popular approach
to handling this problem, known as random Fourier features,
samples from a distribution to obtain the basis of a lower-
dimensional space, where its dot product approximates the
kernel evaluation. Employing randomized feature map means
that O(ǫ−2) samples are required to achieve an approximation
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Fig. 1. Under mild conditions, explicit nonlinear features define an equivalent
reproducing kernel which induces a new higher finite-dimensional RKHS
where its dot product value approximates the inner product of a potentially
infinite-dimensional RKHS.
error of at most ǫ [1], [6]. Recently, alternative determin-
istic, rather than random, construction has been shown to
outperform random features, by approximating the kernel in
the frequency domain using Gaussian quadrature. It has been
shown that deterministic feature maps can be constructed, for
any γ > 0, to achieve error ǫ with O(ee
γ
+ ǫ−1/γ) samples
as ǫ goes to 0 [6]. In this paper, we adopt this approach
and generalize to a class of polynomial-exact solutions for
applications in kernel adaptive filtering (KAF). We validate the
methods using simulation to show that deterministic features
are faster to generate and outperform state-of-the-art kernel
approximation methods based on random Fourier features, and
require significantly fewer resources to compute than their
conventional KAF counterparts.
In the standard kernel approach, points in the input space
xi ∈ X are mapped, using an implicit nonlinear function φ(·),
into a potentially infinite-dimensional inner product space or
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), denoted by H. The
explicit representation is of secondary nature. A real valued
similarity function k : X × X → R is defined as
k(x,x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉 (1)
which is referred to as a reproducing kernel. This presents an
elegant solution for classification, clustering, regression, and
principal component analysis, since the mapped data points
are linearly separable in the potentially infinite-dimensional
RKHS, allowing classical linear methods to be applied directly
on the data. However, because the actually points (functions)
2in the function space are inaccessible, kernel methods scale
poorly to large datasets. Naive kernel methods operate on the
kernel or Gram matrix, whose entries are denoted Gi,j =
k(xi,xj), requiring O(n
2) space complexity and O(n3) com-
putational complexity for many standard operations. For online
kernel adaptive filtering algorithms, this represents a rolling
sum with linear or superlinear growth. There have been a
continual effort to sparsify and reduce the computational load,
especially for online KAF [7]–[9].
An approximation approach was proposed in [1], where
the kernel is estimated using the dot product in a higher
finite-dimensional space, RD, (which we will refer to as the
feature space), using data-independent feature map z : X →
RD such that 〈z(x), z(x′)〉 ≈ k(x,x′). This approximation
enables scalable classical linear filtering techniques to be
applied directly on the explicitly transformed data without
the computational drawback of the naive kernel methods. This
approach has been applied to various kernel adaptive filtering
algorithms [10]–[12]. The quality of this approximation, how-
ever, is not well understood, as it requires random sampling
to approximate the kernel. This is an active research area with
many error bounds proposed [1], [13]–[15]. Furthermore, it
has been proven that the variant of RFF features used in
these existing KAF papers have strictly higher variance for
the Gaussian kernel with worse bounds [13]. Here, we adopt
the alternative, deterministic framework that provides exact-
polynomial solutions such as using Gaussian quadrature [6]
and Taylor series expansion [16], which is related to the fast
Gauss transform in kernel density estimation [17], [18]. This
eliminates the undesirable effects of performance variance in
random features generation. For example, the finite truncations
of the Taylor series of a real-valued function f(x) about the
point x = a are all exactly equal to f(·) at a. On the other
hand, the Fourier series (generalized by the Fourier Transform)
is integrated over the entire interval, hence there is generally
no such point where all the finite truncations are exact.
Rather than viewing an explicit feature space mapping, such
as random Fourier features, as an approximation k˜ to a kernel
function k, it is more fitting to view it as an equivalent kernel
that induces a new RKHS: a nonlinear mapping z(·) that trans-
forms the data from the original input space to a higher finite-
dimensional RKHS, H′, where k′(x,x′) = 〈z(x), z(x′)〉H′
(Fig. 1). It is easy to show that the mappings induce a positive
definite kernel function satisfying Mercer’s conditions under
the closer properties (where, positive-definite kernels, such
as exponentials and polynomials, are closed under addition,
multiplication, and scaling). It follows that these kernels are
universal: they approximate uniformly an arbitrary continuous
target function over any compact domain.
Consequently, performing classical linear filtering in this
new RKHS produces nonlinear solutions in the original input
space. Unlike conventional kernel methods, we do not need
to rely on the kernel trick. Defining data-independent basis
decouples the data from the projection, allowing explicit map-
ping and weight vector formulation in the finite-dimensional
RKHS. This frees the data from the rolling sum, since the
weight vectors can now be consolidated in each iteration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, deterministic feature constructions are discussed and we
propose the concept of explicit feature-map RKHS. Kernel
adaptive filtering is reviewed in Section III, and no-trick (NT)
KAF is presented. Experimental results are shown in Section
IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. EXPLICIT FEATURE-MAP REPRODUCING KERNEL
In this section, we first present the theorem that gave
rise to random feature mappings, then introduce polynomial-
exact deterministic features, and show that these mappings
define a new equivalent reproducing kernel with universal
approximation property.
The popular random Fourier features belong to a class of
simple, effective methods for scaling up kernel machines that
leverages the following underlying principle.
Theorem 1 (Bochner, 1932 [19]). A continuous shift-invariant
properly-scaled kernel k(x,x′) = k(x− x′) : Rd × Rd → R,
and k(x,x) = 1, ∀x, is positive definite if and only if k is the
Fourier transform of a proper probability distribution.
The corresponding kernel can then be expressed in terms of
its Fourier transform p(ω) (a probability distribution) as
k(x− x′) =
∫
Rd
p(ω)ejω
⊺(x−x′)dω (2)
= Eω
[
ejω
⊺(x−x′)
]
= Eω
[
〈ejω⊺x, ejω⊺x′〉
]
(3)
where 〈·, ·〉 is the Hermitian inner product 〈x,x′〉 =∑i xix′i,
and 〈ejω⊺x, ejω⊺x′〉 is an unbiased estimate of the properly
scaled shift-invariant kernel k(x− x′) when ω is drawn from
the probability distribution p(ω).
Typically, we ignore the imaginary part of the complex
exponentials to obtain a real-valued mapping. This can be
further generalized by considering the class of kernel functions
with the following construction
k(x,x′) =
∫
V
z(v,x)z(v,x′)p(v)dv (4)
where z : V × X → R is a continuous and bounded
function with respect to v and x. The kernel function can
be approximated by its Monte-Carlo estimate
k˜(x,x′) =
1
D
D∑
i=1
z(vi,x)z(vi,x
′) (5)
with feature space RD and {vi}Di=1 sampled independently
from the spectral measure.
A. Random Features
In order to avoid the computation of a full n× n pairwise
kernel matrix to solve learning problems on n input samples,
the continuous shift-invariant kernel can be approximated as
k(x,x′) : X × X → R ≈ z(x)⊺z(x′), where z : X → RD.
3Two embeddings are presented in [1], based on the Fourier
transform p(ω) of the kernel k:
zRFF1(x) :=
√
2
D


sin(ω⊺1x)
cos(ω⊺1x)
...
sin(ω⊺D/2x)
cos(ω⊺D/2x)

 , ωi ∼ p(ω)
and since both p(ω) and k(δ), where δ = x−x′, are real, the
integral in (2) converges when cosines replace the complex
exponentials
zRFF2(x) :=
√
2
D


cos(ω⊺1x+ b1)
...
cos(ω⊺Dx+ bD)

 , ωi ∼ p(ω)
bi ∼ U[0, 2π]
where ω is drawn from p(ω) and bi is drawn uniformly from
[0, 2π].
Let k˜RFF1 and k˜RFF2 be the reconstructions from zRFF1
and zRFF2 respectively and apply Ptolemy’s trigonometric
identities, we obtain
k˜RFF1(x,x
′) =
1
D/2
D/2∑
i=1
cos(ω⊺i (x− x′)) (6)
k˜RFF2(x,x
′) =
1
D
D∑
i=1
{
cos(ω⊺i (x− x′))
+ cos(ω⊺i (x+ x
′) + 2bi)
}
. (7)
Since EωEb [cos(ω
⊺(x+ x′) + 2b)] = 0, both reconstructions
are a mean of bounded terms with expected value k(x,x′).
For a embedding dimension D, it is not immediately obvious
which estimate is preferable: zRFF2 results in twice as many
samples for ω, but introduces additional phase shift noise (non-
shift-invariant) . In fact, all of the existing RFF kernel adaptive
filtering in the literature, that we are aware of, uses zRR2.
However, it has been shown that this widely used variant has
strictly higher variance for the Gaussian kernel with worse
bounds [13]:
Var[zRFF1(δ)] =
1
D
[1 + k(2δ)− 2k(δ)2] (8)
Var[zRFF2(δ)] =
1
D
[1 +
1
2
k(2δ)− k(δ)2] (9)
and (1/2)k(2δ) < k(δ)2 for Gaussian kernel k(δ) =
exp(−‖δ‖2/(2σ2)).
B. Deterministic Features
The RFF approach can be viewed as performing numerical
integration using randomly selected sample points. We will
explore ways to approximate the integral with a discrete sum
of judiciously selected points.
1) Gaussian Quadrature (GQ): There are many quadra-
ture rules, without loss of generality, we focus on Gaussian
quadrature, specifically the Gauss-Hermite quadrature using
Hermite polynomials. Here, we present a brief summary (for
a detailed discussion and proofs, please refer to [6]). The
objective is to select the abscissas ωi and corresponding
weights ai to uniformly approximate the integral (2) with
k˜(x− x′) =∑Di=1 ai exp(jω⊤i (x − x′)). To obtain a feature
map z : X → CD where k˜(x − x′) = ∑Di=1 aizi(x)zi(x′),
we can define
z(x) =
[√
a1 exp(jω
⊤
1 x) . . .
√
aD exp(jω
⊤
Dx)
]⊤
.
The maximum error for x,x′ in a region M with diameter
M = sup
x,x′∈M‖x− x′‖ is defined as
ǫ = sup
(x,x′)∈M
∣∣∣k(x− x′)− k˜(x− x′)∣∣∣
= sup
‖x−x′‖≤M
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Rd
p(ω)ejω
⊺(x−x′) dω −
D∑
i=1
aie
jω⊺
i
(x−x′)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
(10)
A quadrature rule is a choice of points ωi and weights ai
to minimize the maximum error ǫ. For a fixed diameter M ,
the sample complexity (SC) is defined as:
Definition 1. For any ǫ > 0, a quadrature rule has sample
complexity DSC(ǫ) = D, where D is the smallest number of
samples such that the rule yields a maximum error of at most
ǫ.
In numerical analysis, Gaussian quadrature is an exact-
polynomial approximation of a one-dimensional definite in-
tegral:
∫
p(ω)f(ω) dω ≈ ∑Di=1 aif(ωi), where the D-point
construction yields an exact result for polynomials of degree
up to 2D−1. While the GQ points and corresponding weights
are both distribution p(ω) and parameter D dependent, they
can be computed efficiently using orthogonal polynomials. GQ
approximations are accurate for integrating functions that are
well-approximated by polynomials, including all sub-Gaussian
densities.
Definition 2 (Sub-Gaussian Distribution). A distribution p :
Rd → R is b-sub-Gaussian, with parameter b, if for X ∼ p
and for all t ∈ Rd, E[exp(〈t,X〉)] ≤ exp ( 12b2‖t‖2).
This is more restrictive compared to the RFFs, but we are
primarily concerned with the Gaussian kernel in this paper, and
any kernel can be approximated by its convolution with the
Gaussian kernel, resulting in a much smaller approximation
error than the data generation noise [6].
To extend one-dimensional GQ (accurate for polynomials
up to degree R) to higher dimensions, the following must be
satisfied
∫
Rd
p(ω)
d∏
l=1
(e⊺l ω)
rldω =
D∑
i=1
ai
d∏
l=1
(e⊺l ωi)
rl (11)
for all r ∈ Nd such that∑l rl ≤ R, where el are the standard
basis vectors.
4For sub-Gaussian kernels, the maximum error of an exact-
polynomial feature map can be bounded using the Taylor series
approximation of the exponential function in (10).
Theorem 2. Let k be a b-sub-Gaussian kernel, k˜ be its
quadrature rule estimate with non-negative weights that is
exact up to some even degree R, andM⊂ Rd be some region
with diameter M , then, for all x,x′ ∈ M, the approximation
error is bounded by
|k(x− x′)− k˜(x − x′)| ≤ 3
(
eb2M2
R
)R
2
.
There are
(
d+R
d
)
constraints in (11), thus to satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 2, we need to use at least this many
sample points.
Corollary 1. For a class of feature maps satisfying the
conditions in Theorem 2, and have sample size D ≤ β(d+Rd )
for some fixed constant β. Then, for any γ > 0, the sample
complexity of features maps in this class is bounded by
D(ǫ) ≤ β2dmax
(
exp
(
e2γ+1b2M2
)
,
(
3
ǫ
) 1
γ
)
.
In particular, for a fixed dimension d, this means that for any
γ, sample complexity DSC(ǫ) = O
(
ǫ−
1
γ
)
.
Compared to random Fourier features, with DSC(ǫ) =
O(ǫ−2), GQ features have a much weaker dependence on ǫ,
at a constant cost of an additional factor of 2d (independent
of the error ǫ).
To construct GQ features, we can randomly select points
ωi, then solve (11) for the weights ai using non-negative
least squares (NNLS) algorithm. This works well in low
dimensions, but for higher values of d and R, grid-based
quadrature rules can be constructed efficiently.
A dense grid or tensor-product construction
factors the integral (2) along the dimensions
k(u) =
∏d
i=1
(∫∞
−∞ pi(ω) exp(jωe
⊺
i u) dω
)
, where ei
are the standard basis vectors, and can be approximated
using one-dimensional quadrature rule. However, since the
sample complexity is doubly-exponential in d, a sparse grid
or Smolyak quadrature is used [20]. Only points up to some
fixed total level A is included, achieving a similar error with
exponentially fewer points than a single larger quadrature
rule.
The major drawback of the grid-based construction is the
lack of fine tuning for the feature dimension. Since the number
of samples extracted in the feature map is determined by
the degree of polynomial exactness, even a small incremental
change can produce a significant increase in the number of
features. Subsampling according to the distribution determined
by their weights is used to combat both the curse of dimen-
sionality and the lack of detailed control over the exact sample
number. There are also data-adaptive methods to choose a
quadrature rule for a predefined number of samples [6].
2) Taylor Polynomials (TS): Here, we present a brief sum-
mary of the explicit Taylor series (TS) expansion polynomial
features for the Gaussian kernel with respect to the inner
product 〈x,x′〉 (for a detailed discussion, please refer to [16]).
This is the most straightforward deterministic feature map for
the Gaussian kernel, where each term in the TS is expressed
as a sum of matching monomials in x and x′, i.e.,
k(x,x′) = e−
‖x−x′‖2
2σ2 = e−
‖x‖2
2σ2 e−
‖x′‖2
2σ2 e
〈x,x′〉
σ2 . (12)
We can easily factor out the first two product terms that depend
on x and x′ independently. The last term in (12), e
〈x,x′〉
σ2 , can
be expressed as a power series or infinite sum using Taylor
polynomials as
e
〈x,x′〉
σ2 =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
( 〈x,x′〉
σ2
)n
. (13)
Using shorthand, we can factor the inner-product exponentia-
tion as
〈x,x′〉n =
(
d∑
i=1
xix
′
i
)n
=
∑
j∈[d]n
(
n∏
i=1
xj
)(
n∏
i=1
x′j
)
(14)
where j enumerates over all selections of d coordinates
(including repetitions and different orderings of the same
coordinates) thus avoiding collecting equivalent terms and
writing down their corresponding multinomial coefficients,
i.e., as an inner product between degree n monomials of the
coordinates of x and x′. Substituting this into (13) and (12)
yields the following explicit feature map:
zˆn,j (x) = e
− ‖x‖
2
2σ2
1
σn
√
n!
n∏
i=0
xj (15)
where k(x,x′) = 〈zˆ(x), zˆ(x′)〉 =∏∞
k=0
∏
j∈[d]k zˆn,j(x)zˆn,j(x
′). For TS feature approximation,
we truncate the infinite sum to the first r + 1 terms:
k˜(x,x′) = 〈zˆ(x), zˆ(x′)〉 = e− ‖x‖
2+‖x′‖2
2σ2
r∑
n=0
1
n!
( 〈x,x′〉
σ2
)n
(16)
where the TS approximation is exact up to polynomials of
degree r.
Theorem 3. The error of the Taylor series features approxi-
mation is bounded by
|k(x,x′)− k˜(x,x′)| ≤ 1
(r + 1)!
(‖x‖ ‖x′‖
σ2
)r+1
.
In practice, the different permutations of j in each n-th term
of Taylor expansion, (14), are collected into a single feature
corresponding to a distinct monomial, resulting in
(
d+n−1
n
)
features of degree n, and a total of D =
(
d+r
r
)
features
of degree at most r. Similar to GQ, the number of samples
extracted in the feature map is determined by the number of
terms in the expansion, where a small change in the input
dimension d can yield a significant increase in the number
of features. To overcome this complexity, we can employ a
similar sub-sampling scheme as GQ. Polynomials are prone to
numerical instability. It is important to properly scale the data
first, before applying a polynomial kernel. The range of±1 has
been shown to be effective for our simulation. A square-root
formulation to reduce numerical error by improving precision
and stability can also be used.
5C. Polynomial vs. Fourier Decomposition
Here, we make some observations regarding the random and
deterministic feature constructions presented in this paper.
The Fourier series (generalized by the Fourier transform)
express a function as an infinite sum of exponential functions
(sines and cosines). Taylor series and Gaussian quadrature
belong to a class of polynomial decomposition that expresses
a function as an infinite sum of powers.
The finite truncations of the Taylor series of a function de-
fined by a power series of the form f(x) =
∑∞
n=0 cn(x−a)n,
about the point x = a, are all exactly equal to f(a). In contrast,
the Fourier coefficients are computed by integrating over an
entire interval, so there is generally no such point where all
the finite truncations of the series are exact.
The computation of Taylor polynomials requires the knowl-
edge of the function on an arbitrary small neighborhood of a
point (local), whereas the Fourier series requires knowledge
on the entire domain (global). Thus, for the Taylor series,
the error is very small in a neighborhood of the point that
is computed (while it may be very large at a distant point).
On the other hand, for Fourier series, the error is distributed
along the domain of the function.
In fact, the Taylor and Fourier series are equivalent in
the complex domain, i.e., if we restrict the complex variable
to the real axis, we obtain the Taylor series, and if we
restrict the complex variable to the unit circle, we obtain the
Fourier series. Thus, real-valued Taylor and Fourier series
are specific cases of complex Taylor series. As discussed
above, a duality exists: local properties (derivatives) vs. global
properties (integrals over circles). The coefficients of TS are
computed by differentiating a function n times at the point
x = 0, while the Fourier series coefficients are computed
by integrating the function multiplied by a sinusoidal wave,
oscillating n times.
D. Universal Approximation
Finite dimensional feature space mappings such as random
Fourier features, Gaussian quadrature, and Taylor polynomials
are often viewed as an approximation to a kernel function
k(x− x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉H. However, it is more appropriate
to view them as an equivalent kernel that defines a new
reproducing kernel Hilbert space: a nonlinear mapping z(·)
that transforms the data from the original input space to a
new higher finite-dimensional RKHS H′ where k′(x − x′) =
〈z(x), z(x′)〉H′ . The RKHS H′ is not necessarily contained
in the RKHS H corresponding to the kernel function k, e.g.,
Gaussian kernel. It is easy to show that the mappings dis-
cussed in this paper induce a positive definite kernel function
satisfying Mercer’s conditions.
Proposition 1 (Closer properties). Let k1 and k2 be positive-
definite kernels over X × X (where X ⊆ Rd), a ∈ R+ is a
positive real number, f(·) a real-valued function on X , then
the following functions are positive definite kernels.
1) k(x,y) = k1(x,y) + k2(x,y),
2) k(x,y) = ak1(x,y),
3) k(x,y) = k1(x,y)k2(x,y),
4) k(x,y) = f(x)f(y).
Since exponentials and polynomials are positive-definite
kernels, under the closer properties, it is clear that the dot
products of random Fourier features, Gaussian quadrature,
and Taylor polynomials are all reproducing kernels. It follows
that these kernels have universal approximating property:
approximates uniformly an arbitrary continuous target function
to any degree of accuracy over any compact subset of the input
space.
III. KERNEL ADAPTIVE FILTERING (KAF)
Kernel methods [21], including support vector machine
(SVM) [22], kernel principal component analysis (KPCA)
[23], and Gaussian process (GP) [24], form a powerful unify-
ing framework for classification, clustering, PCA, and regres-
sion, with many important applications in science and engi-
neering. In particular, the theory of adaptive signal processing
is greatly enhanced through the integration of the theory of
reproducing kernel Hilbert space. By performing classical
linear methods in a potentially infinite-dimensional feature
space, KAF [25] moves beyond the limitations of the linear
model to provide general nonlinear solutions in the original
input space. This bridges the gap between adaptive signal
processing and artificial neural networks (ANNs), combining
the universal approximation property of neural networks and
the simple convex optimization of linear adaptive filters. Since
its inception, there have been many important recent advance-
ments in KAF, including the first auto-regressive model built
on a full state-space representation [26] and the first functional
Bayesian filter [27].
A. Kernel Least Mean Square (KLMS)
First, we briefly discuss the simplest of KAF algorithms, the
kernel least mean square (KLMS) [28]. In machine learning,
supervised learning can be grouped into two broad categories:
classification and regression. For a set of N data points
D = {xn, yn}Nn=1, the desired output y is either categorical
variables, e.g., y ∈ {−1,+1}, in the case of binary classifica-
tion, or real numbers, e.g., y ∈ R, for the task of regression
or interpolation, where XN1
∆
= {xn}Nn=1 is the set of d-
dimensional input vectors, i.e., xn ∈ Rd, and yN1 ∆= {yn}Nn=1
is the corresponding set of desired signal or observations.
In this paper, we will focus on the latter problem, although
the same approach can be easily extended for classification.
The task is to infer the underlying function y = f(x) from
the given data D = {XN1 , yN1 } and predict its value, or
the value of a new observation y′, for a new input vector
x′. Note that the desired data may be noisy in nature, i.e.,
yn = f(xn) + vn, where vn is the noise at time i, which we
assume to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Gaussian random variable with zero-mean and unit-variance,
i.e., V ∼ N (0, 1).
For a parametric approach or weight-space view to regres-
sion, the estimated latent function fˆ(x) is expressed in terms
of a parameters or weights vector w. In the standard linear
form
fˆ(x) = w⊺x. (17)
6To overcome the limited expressiveness of this model, we can
project the d-dimensional input vector x ∈ U ⊆ Rd (where U
is a compact input domain in Rd) into a potentially infinite-
dimensional feature space F. Define a U→ F feature mapping
φ(x), the parametric model (17) becomes
fˆ(x) = Ω⊺φ(x) (18)
where Ω is the weight vector in the feature space.
Using the Representer Theorem [29] and the kernel trick,
(18) can be expressed as
fˆ(x) =
N∑
n=1
αnk(xn,x) (19)
where k(x,x′) is a Mercer kernel, corresponding to the
inner product 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉, and N is the number of basis
functions or training samples. Note that F is equivalent to
the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) induced by the
kernel if we identify φ(x) = k(x, ·). The most commonly used
kernel is the Gaussian or radial basis kernel
kσ(x,x
′) = exp
(
−‖x− x
′‖2
2σ2
)
(20)
where σ > 0 is the kernel parameter, and can be equiva-
lently expressed as ka(x,x
′) = exp
(−a‖x− x′‖2), where
a = 1/(2σ2).
The learning rule for the KLMS algorithm in the feature
space follows the classical linear adaptive filtering algorithm,
the least mean square


Ω0 = 0
en = yn − 〈Ωn−1, φ(xn)〉
Ωn = Ωn−1 + ηenφ(xn)
(21)
which, in the original input space, becomes


fˆ0 = 0
en = yn − fˆn−1(xn)
fˆn = fˆn−1 + ηenk(xn, ·)
(22)
where en is the prediction error in the n-th time step, η is the
learning rate or step-size, and fn denotes the learned mapping
at iteration n. Using KLMS, we can estimate the mean of
y with linear per-iteration computational complexity O(n),
making it an attractive online algorithm.
B. Kernel Recursive Least Square (KRLS)
The LMS and similar adaptive algorithms using stochastic
gradient descent aim to reduce the mean squared error (MSE)
based on the current error. Recursive least square (RLS), on
the other hand, recursively finds the filter parameters that
minimize a weighted linear least squares cost function with
respect to the input signals, based on the total error. Hence,
the RLS exhibits extremely fast convergence, however, at the
cost of high computational complexity. We first present the
linear RLS, followed by its kernelized version.
The exponentially weighted RLS filter minimizes a cost
function C through the filter coefficients wn in each iteration
C(wn) =
n∑
i=1
λn−ie2i (23)
where the prediction error is en = yn − yˆn and 0 < λ ≤ 1 is
the “forgetting factor” which gives exponentially less weight
to earlier error samples.
The cost function is minimized by taking the partial deriva-
tives for all entries k of the weight vector wn and setting them
to zero
∂C(wn)
∂wn
=
n∑
i=1
2λn−iei
∂ei
∂wn
= −
n∑
i=1
2λn−iei x
⊺
i = 0.
(24)
Substituting ei for its definition yields
n∑
i=1
λn−i (yi −w⊺nxi)x⊺i = 0. (25)
Rearranging the terms, we obtain
w⊺n
[
n∑
i=1
λn−ixix
⊺
i
]
=
n∑
i=1
λn−iyix
⊺
i . (26)
This can be expressed as Rx(n)wn = ryx(n), where Rx(n)
and ryx(n) are the weighted sample covariance matrix for
xn, and the cross-covariance between dn and xn, respectively.
Thus, the cost-function minimizing coefficients are
wn = R
−1
x (n) ryx(n). (27)
The covariance and cross-covariance can be recursively com-
puted as
Rx(n) =
n∑
i=1
λn−ixix
⊺
i = λRx(n− 1) + xnx⊺n (28)
and
ryx(n) =
n∑
i=1
λn−iyixi = λrdx(n− 1) + ynxn. (29)
Using the shorthand Pn = R
−1
x (n) and applying the matrix
inversion lemma (specifically, the ShermanMorrison formula,
with A = λP−1n−1, u = xn, and v
⊺ = xTn ) to (28) yields
Pn =
[
λP−1n−1 + xnx
T
n
]−1
=λ−1Pn−1 − λ
−1Pn−1xnx
T
nλ
−1Pn−1
1 + xTnλ
−1Pn−1xn
. (30)
From (27) and (29), the weight update recursion becomes
wn = Pn rdx(n) = λPn rdx(n− 1) + ynPn xn. (31)
Substituting (30) into the above expression and through simple
manipulations, we obtain
wn = wn−1 + gn
[
dn −wTn−1xn
]
= wn−1 + gne
(−)
n (32)
where gn = Pnxn is the gain and e
(−)
n = yn−wTn−1xn is the
a priori error (the a posteriori error is e
(+)
n = yn −wTnxn).
The weights correction factor is ∆wn−1 = gne
(−)
n , which
7is directly proportional to both the prediction error and the
gain vector, which controls the desired amount of sensitivity
is desired, through the forgetting factor, λ.
The RLS is equivalent to the Kalman filter estimate of the
weight vector for the following system
wn+1 = wn (state model) (33)
dn = w
⊺
nxn + vn (observation model) (34)
where the observation noise is assumed to be additive white
Gaussian, i.e., vn ∼ N (0, σ2v). For stationary and slow-varying
nonstationary processes, the RLS convergences extremely fast.
We can improve the tracking ability of the RLS algorithm with
the addition of a state transition matrix
wn+1 = Awn + qn (state model) (35)
dn = w
⊺
nxn + vn (observation model) (36)
where the transition is typically set as A = αI for simplicity
with zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise, i.e., process
noise qn ∼ N (0, qI). The kernel Ex-RLS or Ex-KRLS (Ex-
RLS) resorts to two special cases of the KRLS (RLS): the
random walk model (α = 1) and the exponentially weighted
KRLS (α = 1 and q = 0).
The weight vector Ωn in kernel recursive least squares
(KRLS) is derived using the following formulation
Ωn = [λI+ΦnΦ
⊺
n]
−1
Φnyn (37)
where yn = [y1, · · · , yn]⊺ and Φn = [φ(x1), · · · , φ(xn)].
Using the push-through identity, (38) can be express as
Ωn = Φn [λI +Φ
⊺
nΦn]
−1
yn. (38)
Denote the inverse of the regularized Gram matrix as
Qn = [λI+Φ
⊺
nΦn]
−1
(39)
yielding
Q−1n =
[
Q−1n hn
h⊺n λ+Φ
⊺
nΦn.
]
(40)
where hn = Φ
⊺
n−1φn. We obtain the following recursive
matrix update
Q−1n = r
−1
n
[
Qn−1rn + ζnζ
⊺
n −ζn
−ζ⊺n 1
]
(41)
where ζn = Qn−1hn and rn = λ+φ
⊺
nφn−−ζ⊺nhn. The KRLS
is computationally expensive with space and time complexity
O(n2).
C. No-Trick Kernel Adaptive Filtering (NT-KAF)
Without loss of generality, we focus on the three most
popular adaptive filtering algorithms discussed above. The
same principle can be easily applied to any linear filtering
techniques to achieve nonlinear performance in a higher finite-
dimensional feature space using explicit mapping.
Once explicitly mapped into a higher finite-dimensional
feature space where the dot product is a reproducing kernel,
the linear LMS and RLS can be applied directly, with constant
complexity O(D) and O(D2), respectively. The NT-KLMS is
summarized in Alg. 1, the NT-KRLS in Alg. 2, and the NT-
Ex-KRLS in Alg. 3.
Algorithm 1: NT-KLMS Algorithm
Initialization:
z(·) : X → RD: feature map
w(0) = 0: feature space weight vector w ∈ RD
η: learning rate
Computation:
for n = 1, 2, · · · do
e
(−)
n = yn − w⊺n−1z(xn)
wn = wn−1 + ηe
(−)
n
Algorithm 2: NT-KRLS Algorithm
Initialization:
z(·) : X → RD: feature map
λ: forgetting factor
δ: initial value to seed the inverse covariance matrix P
P(0) = δI: where I is the D ×D identity matrix
w(0) = 0: feature space weight vector w ∈ RD
Computation:
for n = 1, 2, · · · do
e
(−)
n = yn − w⊺n−1z(xn)
gn = Pn−1z(xn) {λ+ z(xn)⊺Pn−1z(xn)}−1
Pn = λ
−1Pn−1 − gnz(xn)⊺λ−1Pn−1
wn = wn−1 + gne
(−)
n
Algorithm 3: NT-Ex-KRLS Algorithm
Initialization:
z(·) : X → RD: feature map
λ: forgetting factor
A ∈ RD×D: state transition matrix
δ: initial value to seed the inverse covariance matrix P
P(0) = δI: where I is the D ×D identity matrix
w(0) = 0: feature space weight vector w ∈ RD
Computation:
for n = 1, 2, · · · do
e
(−)
n = yn − w⊺n−1z(xn)
gn = APn−1z(xn) {λ+ z(xn)⊺Pn−1z(xn)}−1
Pn = A
{
λ−1Pn−1 − gnz(xn)⊺λ−1Pn−1
}
A⊺+λqI
wn = Awn−1 + gne
(−)
n
Since points in the explicitly defined RKHS is related to
the original input through a change of variables, all of the
theorems, identities, etc. that apply to linear filtering have an
NT-RKHS counterpart.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Here we perform one-step ahead prediction on the Mackey-
Glass (MG) chaotic time series [30], defined by the following
8Fig. 2. Learning curves averaged over 200 independent runs. The input/feature
dimension is listed for each adaptive LMS variant. Shaded regions correspond
to ±1σ.
time-delay ordinary differential equation
dx(t)
dt
=
βx(t − τ)
1 + x(t− τ)n − γx(t)
where β = 0.2, γ = 0.1, τ = 30, n = 10, discretized at a
sampling period of 6 seconds using the forth-order Runge-
Kutta method, with initial condition x(t) = 0.9. Chaotic
dynamics are extremely sensitive to initial conditions: small
differences in initial conditions yields widely diverging out-
comes, rendering long-term prediction intractable, in general.
A. Chaotic Time Series Prediction using (K)LMS Algorithms
The data are standardized by subtracting its mean and
dividing by its standard deviation, then followed by diving
500 1000 1500 2000
10-15
10-10
10-5
100
Gaussian Kernel
RFF1
RFF2
TS
GQ
330 line
Fig. 3. Eigenspectrum of the Gram matrices (2000×2000 samples) computed
using the Gaussian kernel and dot products of the feature maps, respectively,
averaged over 200 independent trials.
the resulting maximum absolute value to guarantee the sam-
ple values are within the range of [−1, 1] (to ensure the
numerical error in approximation methods such as Taylor
series expansion are manageable). A time-embedding or input
dimension of d = 7 is used. The results are averaged over 200
independent trials. In each trial, 2000 consecutive samples with
random starting point in the time series are used for training,
and testing consists of 200 consecutive samples located in the
future.
In the first experiment, the feature space or RKHS dimen-
sion is set at D = 330, corresponding to Taylor polynomials
of degrees up to 4, for input dimension d = 7. The GQ
mapping is fixed across all trials, while RFFs are randomly
generated in each trial. Taylor series expansion mappings are
completely deterministic and fixed for all trials. We chose
an 8-th degree quadrature rule with sub-sampling to generate
the explicit feature mapping. The learning curves for variants
of the kernel least-mean-square algorithms are plotted in
Fig. 2 for three different learning rates (η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4),
with the linear LMS as a baseline. We see that a simple
deterministic feature such as Taylor series expansion, can
outperform random features, and the NT-KLMS GQ features
outperformed all finite-dimensional RKHS filters, even the
Quantized KLMS (QKLMS) with a comparable number of
centers. The dictionary size of the QKLMS is impossible to fix
a priori across different trials, we fixed the vector quantization
parameter (qfactor = 0.07) such that the average value (314)
of the dictionary size is close to the dimension of the finite-
dimensional RKHS (330).
Next, we analyzed the eigenspectrum of the Gram matrices
computed using the Gaussian kernel and the dot products of
the feature maps, in Fig. 3. The eigenvalues of each Gram ma-
trix (2000× 2000 samples) is plotted in descending order and
averaged over 200 independent trials. Since the Gaussian ker-
nel induces an infinite dimensional RKHS, we see that the non-
negative eigenspread is across the 2000 samples/dimensions,
i.e., full rank for 2000 dimensions. The explicit feature maps
induce a finite dimensional RKHS (dimension 330), so we see
that the eigenvalues drop off to practically 0 after the 330th
mark, i.e., rank 330 or the eigenvectors form an orthonormal
9Fig. 4. Learning curves and CPU times averaged over 200 independent runs. The input/feature dimension is listed for each adaptive RLS variant. Each column
corresponds to an RKHS dimension determined by Taylor polynomials of incremental degree (starting from 1).
set in the 330-D RKHS. From the rate of decay, we see that
deterministic features such as GQ and TS fill the 330-D space
much better, while the random Fourier features show wastage
and can be well approximated using a much lower dimensional
space.
B. Complexity Analysis
Furthermore, despite its popularity as one of the best
sparsification algorithms that curb the growth of KAF, the
complexity of QKLMS is not scalable like that of the finite-
dimensional feature-space filter order, e.g., computing the
inner product in the infinite-dimensional RKHS using the
kernel trick requires d× |D| operations, where |D| is the size
of the dictionary, since for each input pair, the dot product
is performed with respect to the input vector dimension d
(square norm argument in the Gaussian kernel), then repeated
for all centers in the dictionary, not including the overhead
to keep the dictionary size always in check. And, because
the mapping is implicit and data-dependent for conventional
kernel method, we can not compute this a priori and must
wait at the execution time.
We illustrate this in Fig. 4, performed on Intel Core i7-
7700HQ using MATLAB. Again, the results are averaged over
200 independent trials. Here, for a more balanced comparison,
the 8-th degree GQ mappings are regenerated in each trail
according to the sub-sampling distribution. Similarly, a dif-
ferent random Fourier mapping is redrawn. Again, the Taylor
series mapping is constant and determined by the number of
terms included in the expansion. In each column of Fig. 4, we
increment the number of TS terms included (corresponding to
the maximum Taylor polynomial powers), starting from one,
yielding D = 8, 36, 120, 330, 792 finite-dimensional RKHSs
(for an input dimension of d = 7). To achieve a comparable
dictionary size for QKLMS, we set the quantization parameters
to qfactor = 1, 0.3, 0.14, 0.07, 0.026, respectively. We see
that GQ outperforms all other finite dimensional features for
moderate size spaces (smaller number of features, in the
first two columns, is insufficient to approximate the 8-th
degree quadrature rule). In this example, we see that even
TS is better than random features at D ≥ 330). To improve
clarity, we plotted CPU time (seconds) in log scale. Clearly,
finite-dimensional RKHS filtering or NT-KAF is much faster
(constant time) and more scalable than unrestricted growth
(linear with respect to the training data) and sparsification
technique (linear with respect to the growing dictionary size
plus sparsification overhead). We also show empirically that
RFF1 (sine-cosine pair) is better than RFF2 (cosine with non-
shift-invariant phase noise) for most cases and is faster (half
the number of random features needed in each generation).
As stated above, the dictionary size of QKLMS is impos-
sible to set beforehand, to further show the superiority of
our approach, we compared our method to a fixed dictionary
formulation. Fixed-Budget (FB) QKLMS is an online filtering
algorithm that discards centers using a significance measure
to maintain a constant-sized dictionary. We compare its per-
formance with the finite-dimensional RKHS no-trick kernel
adaptive filtering in Fig. 5. We see that pruning techniques
are not good for generalization, as the performances suffer
from clipping after the first center is discarded.
C. Noise Analysis
Next, we fixed the RKHS dimension to D = 330 and
evaluated the filter performance under noisy conditions by
introducing additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) to the
dataset. The noise performances of KLMS variants are plotted
in Fig. 6 and summarized in Table. I. We see that deterministic
features outperformed random features, with very competitive
results when compared to KLMS and QKLMS, especially
given the space-time complexities of NT-KLMS. For low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) settings, NT-KLMS can even out-
perform QKLMS and KLMS, e.g., SNR = 8 dB, demonstrating
the robustness of no-trick kernel adaptive filtering.
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Fig. 5. Learning curves and CPU times averaged over 200 independent runs.
FB-QKLMS quantization threshold of qfactor = 0.005 and forgetting factor
of λ = 0.9.
D. Chaotic Time Series Prediction using (K)RLS Algorithms
Last but not least, the same principle can be easily applied
to any linear filtering techniques to achieve nonlinear perfor-
mance in a finite-dimension RKHS. Without loss of generality,
we show the relative performances of recursive least square
(RLS) based algorithms on the Mackey-Glass chaotic time
series in Fig. 7. The results are averaged over 200 independent
trials, with input dimension of d = 7 and finite-dimensional
RKHS of D = 330. Forgetting factor is set at λ = 1. The
linear LMS and RLS, along with KLMS and KRLS, serve
as baselines. As we can see, for stationary signal, RLS has
extremely fast convergence and without mis-adjustment. Simi-
larly, the kernelized version (KRLS) outperformed KLMS. The
Fig. 6. Learning curves averaged over 200 independent runs with signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of 14 dB (top) and 8 dB (bottom). The input/feature
dimension is listed for each adaptive LMS variant.
TABLE I
TEST SET MSE AFTER 2000 TRAINING ITERATIONS (FEATURE
DIMENSIOND = 330, LEARNING RATE η = 0.4).
Alg.
SNR Clean 14 dB 8 dB
LMS (7) 0.0537 ± 0.0113 0.0575 ± 0.0109 0.0604 ± 0.0107
NT-KLMS-RFF1 0.0041 ± 0.0012 0.0168 ± 0.0054 0.0409 ± 0.0163
NT-KLMS-RFF2 0.0041 ± 0.0012 0.0171 ± 0.0059 0.0414 ± 0.0179
NT-KLMS-TS 0.0039 ± 0.0005 0.0143 ± 0.0029 0.0346 ± 0.0080
NT-KLMS-GQ 0.0019 ± 0.0003 0.0142 ± 0.0028 0.0351 ± 0.0080
QKLMS 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0136 ± 0.0028 0.0353 ± 0.0086
(mean size) (315) (314) (305)
KLMS (2000) 0.0010 ± 0.0002 0.0138 ± 0.0029 0.0350 ± 0.0082
NT-KRLS using Gaussian quadrature features outperformed
all other no-trick kernel adaptive filters.
V. CONCLUSION
Kernel methods form a powerful, flexible, and theoretically-
grounded unifying framework to solve nonlinear problems in
signal processing and machine learning. Since the explicit
mapping is unavailable, the standard approach relies on the
kernel trick to perform pairwise evaluations of a kernel func-
tion, which leads to scalability issues for large datasets due
to its linear and superlinear growth with respect to training
data. A popular approach for handling this problem, known as
random Fourier features, samples from a distribution to obtain
the basis of a higher-dimensional feature space, where its inner
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Fig. 7. Test-set learning curves averaged over 200 independent runs. The
input/feature dimension is listed for each adaptive LMS or RLS variant.
product approximates the kernel function. In this paper, we
proposed a different perspective by viewing these nonlinear
features as defining an equivalent reproducing kernel in a
new finite-dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert space with
universal approximation property. Furthermore, we proposed
to use polynomial-exact decompositions to construction the
feature mapping for kernel adaptive filtering. We demonstrated
and validated our no-trick methodology to show that determin-
istic features are faster to generate and outperform state-of-the-
art kernel approximation methods based on random features,
and are significantly more efficient than conventional kernel
methods using the kernel trick.
In the future, we will extend no-trick kernel methods to in-
formation theoretic learning and advanced filtering algorithms.
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